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What is ELAG beyond this annual conference?

How do we get more people involved? And involved in what?

What is the ELAG Online or Community presence between conferences?

Slack Channel! https://elag-community.herokuapp.com/

Death to Email Lists though

Interest Groups? (but not committees)

- Systems Architecture Group?
- Formalizing Catmandu Fix Language Interest Group?
- Infrastructure & DevOps Interest Group?
- Cloud or not to cloud Interest Group?
- GOKb?
- Publisher metadata
- RDF
- MARC
- LOD
- Etc.
- WHERE IS MARC?
Can this lead to changes in conference format?
More unconference? Interactive? Place to engage with hard questions?

Debate Session: Is Linked Data Dead?

Debate Session: Vendor Lock-in is Good?

Also, hey, we have a Slack channel. Open to all!
https://elag-community.herokuapp.com/